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STEREO VISION ENTERTAINMENT, INC. (OTC: SVSN) 
 

Entertainment of the highest order & solutions for a world looking for ways to save itself. 

 
Stereo Vision’s dual purposes, try to leave the planet better than we found it, and make money doing it. 
The Company’s original activity is in family-friendly feature film production/distribution and multimedia. In 
their determination to increase Shareholder value while doing good for the community, Stereo Vision’s 
management added climate change mitigation and renewable energy activities to its business mission by 
acquiring Climate Cure Capital Corporation and then forming Eco Allies, Inc. 
 
Stereo Vision has three wholly owned subsidiaries: 1) 9-time Emmy Award-winning REZN8 Productions, 
Inc. 2) TDOJ, LLC (IP, screenplay, talent); and, 3) Climate Cure Capital Corporation. Eco Allies Inc. is 
majority owned. Stereo Vision is traded on the OTC Pink Tier under the ticker symbol “SVSN.” Its founder 
has helmed the company as CEO or Chairman of the Board continually since 1999. Stereo Vision’s 2021 
annual report reflects over $2,250,000 in net income from the sale of assets, over $520,000 in non-
dilutive debt reduction, and the cancellation of 12,500,000 Common Shares.   
 

    STEREO VISION’S MISSION 
 

➢ Mint and auction on the Blockchain unique and authenticated NFTs. 
➢ Develop in-house movie properties ready to be filmed, and distributed. 
➢ Farm Eco Allies’ high-value, fast growth SuperGreenTrees™ (“SGTs”) 
➢ Reduce greenhouse gases by growing SGTs and sequestering methane. 
➢ Produce high-margin FDA and EPA approved biochar and biochar products. 
➢ Trade carbon and methane credits from growing SGTs and sequestering methane. 
➢ Work to heal the environment and mitigate climate change while generating income. 

 
STEREO VISION’S CORPORATE DIVISIONS 

     

 
NFT’s Media and Films  
 
Minting NFTs on the blockchain, including the 40-piece collection of art by 9-time Emmy winner Paul 
Sidlo (Founder of REZN8 Productions) and cover art from Roger Baum's collection of children’s books, 
‘Legends of Oz.’ Producing and distributing in-house film properties including the inspirational feature film 
‘Three Dimensions Of Jerusalem’ to be produced and directed by Michael Landon Jr. and the 3D product 
integration feature film ‘Gonzos’; with production partner ‘Baywatch’ Co-Creator, Michael Berk. 
 
Climate Change Mitigation and Renewable Energy 
 
Climate Cure Capital Corporation 
 
Climate Cure Capital™ is poised to become a principal player in the carbon equities market by creating, 
selling, and also brokering credits in the following areas: Solar, Biomass, Biofuels, Landfill Methane 
Mitigation, Waste-to-Energy, Carbon Sequestration, Ecofriendly Energy Farms, and other emerging 
technologies. Climate Cure Capital™ is the result of more than forty years of combined experience in  
project design, management, and implementation of greenhouse gas reduction and renewable energy.  
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Eco Allies® 
 
Climate Cure Capital™ developed the SuperGreenTree™ (“SGT”) without genetic engineering using a 
proprietary root-grafting system. Created was a high-density short rotation tree that can be used for 
renewable energy, carbon sequestration, land remediation, lumber, biomass, carbon offset credits, and 
more. Climate Cure transferred the SGT tree to its sister company, Eco Allies® Inc. (EA) so Climate Cure 
could focus on the listed services and developing solar energy farms. Eco Allies® is pursuing 
opportunities in the renewable and sustainable technologies sectors of the climate change mitigation 
industry. This includes large development projects where SGTs are grown, and made into biochar. Eco 
Allies, Climate Cure, and a privately owned company, Biochar Now, LLC, formed a joint venture to 
manufacture, distribute, and market Eco Allies® branded biochar and biochar products. These EPA, 
USDA approved biochar products will be sold to regional, national, and global markets to be used as a 
methane reducing livestock feed additive, fertilizer, government pollution remediation projects, renewable 
energy, and other renewable and sustainable industries. EA plans to build and manage an offset credits 
trading exchange and trade offset credits generated by the Stereo Vision Group, as well as others’.  
 
HIGHLIGHTS - THE STEREO VISION GROUP OF COMPANIES 
 

Eco Allies filed a $20,000,000 Form Reg A+ Registration, which the SEC qualified (i.e., made effective) in 
six business days after filing. It will fund the acquisition of 2,500 or more acres of farmland to cultivate 

SuperGreenTrees™, build a 120-kiln biochar manufacturing plant, a biochar livestock feed facility, a 

lumber mill, and a solar farm. Eco Allies® has signed an MOU with the seasoned cryptocurrency 

creators of Hempcoin, to build a carbon and methane offset credits trading exchange on the blockchain.   
 
Stereo Vision filed a $500,000 Reg A, which was also qualified by the SEC. It’s providing development 
funding for IPs and NFTs and marketing and compliance funding for Stereo Vision’s Group of Companies.  
 
WEBSITES - THE STEREO VISION GROUP OF COMPANIES  
 

https://stereovision.com    
https://climatecurecapital.com  

https://ecoallies.biz     
http://rezn8.com/  
 

THE SUPERGREENTREE™ 
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